Abstract-This paper proposes a fast deblurring method based on back propagation neural networks (BPNN), in which the symmetry of blur function is utilized to reduce the size of network. In the image block used to be training vector, the pixels that have the same distance with centrral pixel are set the same weight in BPNN. This set of weight is realized by adding all the pxiels that have the same distance to be one input data of BPNN. Comparing with the classic BPNN based deblurring method in which the symmetry of blur function is not considered, the proposed method decreased the computation consumption largely. At the same time, the performance of proposed method is improved. Several experiments results testify the superiority of proposed deblurring method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image degradation is hard to avoid in imaging system because of many advent reasons such as atmospheric turbulence, camera movement during the exposure progress, out-of-focus etc. Image restoration is concerned as reconstruction of the original image from degraded image, which is one of important topics in image processing and computer vision. Image blurring is the most common type of degradation in imaging process. The linear shift invariant degradation model can be expressed as ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) g m n h m n f m n n m n = * +
Where g , h and f are the blurred image, the point-spread function (PSF) of the blurring system and the original image respectively, n is additional noise, * is convolution operator.
In order to restore the original image ( , ) f m n from the degraded image ( , ) g m n , deblurring is usually required. Over the past several decades, the research of image restoration gains much attention. The simplest method is inverse filter in frequency domain. But the inverse filter is very sensitive to numerical value in practical implement. Wiener filter is another deblurring method [1] . Wiener filter prone to producing ringing phenomenon and filtering performance has certain restrictions. The iterative methods such as the Richardson-Lucy method [2, 3] and the Landweber method [4] are also common deblurring methods.
With the wide application of neural networks, there have been many works on image restoration using neural networks [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In literature [5] [6] [7] , the back propagation neural networks (BPNN) is used to perform image restoration by supervise learning. The hopfield networks is also used to resolve the cost function of image restoration [8] [9] [10] .
In this paper, we proposed a fast BPNN based deblurring method by considering the symmetry of blur function. In many circumstance, the blur function is symmetry such as Gaussian blur function and defocus blur function. The computation speed is largely reduced because of the size of BPNN is smaller than the classic BPNN based deblurring method. At the same time, the constraint of the symmetry of blur function is added to the method, which will improve the deblurring performance and increase the robustness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the proposed image deblurring method based on BPNN. Section 3 describes the organization of training data and BPNN structure used in the proposed fast deblurring method. Experimental results are presented in section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given in section 5.
II. THE IMAGE DEBLURRING METHOD BASED ON BPNN The BPNN that is composed of many hierarchical linear mapping units has great non-linear mapping capability. It can approximate any non-linear mapping function theoretically. We assume that the blur is shift invariant and the blur function is symmetry, which is in according with fact in many conditions. The fundamental idea is selecting a pair of images which are blurred image and original definitional image separately. This pair of images is used as training samples. By training, the BPNN can learn complex mapping relationship between blurred image and definitional image. The trained BPNN will have learned the degradation process. We can get definitional image by input other blurred images into the trained BPNN.
We cannot directly implement above training process as the expected output image is unknown. A common method is to select some representative images without blurring effects as expectation output samples images, then performing degradation process to get blurred images as input samples. This method requires that the texture of sample images be similar to the images needed to be deblurred; otherwise we may not get satisfactory results as BPNN has not infinite generalization ability.
We use another method in this paper. The blurred observation image is degraded to get more blurred image. The more blurred image and blurred observation image are regarded as train samples of BPNN. Deblurred image will be got by input original blurred observation images into this trained BPNN. Because we use the images itself as training samples, there will have not the problem of generalization ability. The flow chart of the proposed algorithm is shown in figure 1.
III. THE ORGANIZATION OF TRAINING DATA AND BPNN STRUCTURE
The training data of input and output samples should be organized suitably. The simplest method is that all pixels from input sample image are used as input of BPNN and all pixels of output sample image are used as output of BPNN. This method need huge amount of neural neurons and storage capacity, which will not be feasible if image size is big.
From the imaging model in equation (1), we know that each blurred pixel is produced by several pixels of definitional image around it. Oppositely, each pixel of definitional image is related only with several pixels in blurred image around it. In this paper, Figure 2 (a) shows this organization manner. As this method does not consider the symmetry of blur function, which will be prone to over fitting. In figure 2 (b) we propose another effective data organization and mapping method. The surrounding pixels around the central pixel that have the same distance should have the same weight values of BPNN. Obviously, this mapping method will largely reduce the input data. Simultaneously it also means that the constraint condition of symmetry of blur function has added to the BPNN. The phenomenon of over fitting will be reduced and the robustness will be increased comparing with the classic data organization method.
The number of input and output pixels of training samples determines the number of nodes of the input and output layer of BPNN, therefore in the classic BPNN based deblurring method, the input and output of BPNN should have 25 nodes and 1 node respectively. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is the same as that in the input layer. A larger number of neurons in the hidden layer do not contribute to an improved performance. The network is composed of three layers and the neurons of every layer are 25、25 and 1 which correspond to the input、hidden and output layer respectively.
According to the proposed data organization method as shown in figure 2(b) , the input and output of BPNN should only have 6 nodes and 1 node respectively. The hidden layer has also 6 nodes, which has the same nodes number with input nodes. 
